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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.7 

 

General 

� AFOG-8Q8D44 - The information in the language files that MONITOR use to display texts in different 
languages was previously loaded from the server during operation. Now the language information will be 
loaded from copies that are saved locally on the user’s computer. 

� AFOG-8QEJPE - News: The printer Monitor Document Converter will be reinstalled if you repair MONITOR 
on the Control Panel, under Add / Remove Software (Program and functions in Windows 7). 

� SOLN-8R3GK3 - News: The number of possible Set of forms per system is increased to 20. 

� AFOG-8RFKG9 - News: Both .NET 3.5 and .NET 4.0 are included in the installation since different 
components need both versions. 

� AFOG-8RKC7G - Problems with the Web component on the Start Page due to restricted rights to access 
web pages will now be solved by the program. 

� FOHN-8RVEKR - If you had made a manual adjustment of a price on an order row, you had to press Tab 
twice in order to move the cursor to the next field. This occurred in the following procedures: Register 
Invoices Directly, Register Inquiry, Register Purchase Order, Register Customer Order, Register 
Stock Order and Register Quote. 

Manufacturing 

� SSTG-8PSDTS - It wasn’t possible to use Customized Crystal Reports Forms when you printed E-mail 
subcontract P-orders. 

� TBOL-8RBCCD - In the Preparation procedure, incorrect unit alternative could be displayed on the first 
material row if the material had Alternate unit. The unit alternative that was displayed could be the last 
material rows Alternate unit. This error could only occur if both the first and the last material rows had 
Alternate units 

� JLIN-8RXJF5 - If you created Part numbers by using Number series in the Preparation procedure, the 
created Part didn’t get any status. 

Purchase 

� RDJF-7WVGKC - When Purchase order was created directly from Customer order and the Parts Purchase 
price was staggered, the Part got its normal price no matter which quantity the order row had. 

� BKNN-8FXKRC - It wasn’t possible to pay interest invoices by using the payment method FB in the 
Electronic Notification LB / FB procedure in Finnish systems. 

� LAHM-8MEBAM - Orders could get status 0 (Not approved) in the Register Purchase Order procedure 
even if Purchase limits wasn’t activated in the system. 
 
Some Purchase orders weren’t displayed in the Orders Needing Approval procedure, even if the order 
had status 0 (Not approved). This could occur when status 0 had been set on an order that originally was 
registered before purchase limits was activated in the system. 

� BSAN-8NNLDF - The Form setting "Not classified per arrived qty." for the Transport label for the Form type 
Purchase didn’t work when you printed Transport labels in the Receiving Inspection Reporting 
procedure. No matter the setting, the Transport label was classified when you made reportings to several 
locations at the same time in the Receiving Inspection Reporting. 

� BSAN-8PZH3E - Purchase order rows with reported rejection weren’t restored properly on the Purchase 
order in the Undo Arrival Reporting procedure. 
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� JLIN-8QLGV3 - The function "Message on P-order row to goods receiver in arrival reporting/receiving 
inspection" didn’t work on newly created Suppliers. 

� KFTM-8QSC3R - If AutoAllocations was used it wasn’t always possible to enter Cost center, Cost unit and 
Project in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure. This error occurred when the supplier had a default 
Purchase account that was linked to an AutoAllocation. 

� ÖBRN-8QSETY - News: We have made some improvements in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure 
for the Polish users. The internal invoice that will be created when registering an EU-supplier can now be 
previewed on the screen by using a new button beside the Internal invoice number field. The Supplier 
invoice number will also be displayed on this form and the address information is adjusted on the forms 
header. 

� LREM-8RBH85 - If you had a Purchase order with only row type 2 rows and used purchase limits, these 
orders weren’t displayed in the Orders Needing Approval procedure with the list types Only Total, All not 
approved and All approved. 

� KFTM-8RFCLL - If you tried to make a payment of the same invoice in the Make Payments and Payment 
Suggestions procedures at the same time, an incorrect double payment could occur in MONITOR. Now a 
warning will be displayed if you try to pay the same invoice at the same time in the Make Payments and 
Payment Suggestions procedures. 

� FOHN-8RNL5P - The Import EDI Order Responses (Purchase) procedure created double order rows 
when you made imports with changed dates. 

� BKNN-8S5AY7 - It didn’t work to make payments by file with the bank setting SAMLINK in Finland. 

� BSAN-8S8CA3 - If you had set do not create invoice basis when Arrival Reporting of Purchase order, it 
wasn’t possible to report type 2 order rows or Report receiving inspection on Part rows if the Order rows 
price was 0. These errors occurred in the Arrival Reporting and Receiving Inspection Reporting 
procedures. 

� ÖBRN-8SCCXN - With Norwegian system setup, no purchase statistics was created on suppliers for invoices 
that were booked without link to Purchase order. 

Sales 

� JWEN-85LFNG - Now it’s possible to import V-Card (vcf-file) in the Update Customer procedure, even 
when the first tab is active. 

� FOHN-8F3G96 - Message for parts with Block/notify status wasn’t saved in the Historical Events 
procedure when using the EDI Order Import List procedure. 

� FOHN-8FEJS3 - News: Now we have implemented quantity of return pallets (quantity of approved EUR 
pallets) to DSV in format 181 in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� CSIG-8PKJXJ - You couldn’t see that you had registered a Price formula on a part when you registered 
several Price formulas in a row without closing the Register Part procedure between the registrations. 

� ÖBRN-8PPB4W - News: A new feature for our customers that use the supplement Factoring export with 
the format 135 - Factoring to PayEx ledger service v. 1.7. Now it’s possible to print invoices that also 
display the OCR number/Reference number on the form. The purpose is that your customers shall use this 
number when paying. The OCR number to PayEx consists of Client number (factoring), invoice number and 
if needed "zero-fills". By using a special Crystal Reports form, it is possible to get the OCR 
number/Reference number on the printed invoice. You select a special Crystal Reports form in the Form 
Settings procedure in the Global Settings module. 
 
The Crystal files for PayEx can be found in the following folder Monwin\Crystal\Standard\ 
- File name for Invoice is invoice_payex.rpt 
- File name for Reprint Invoice is invoice_reprint_payex.rpt 
- File name for Comprehensive Invoice is comprehensive_invoice_payex.rpt 
 File name for Reprint comp. Invoice is comprehensive_invoice_reprint.rpt 

� RALG-8PTA7X - When you deleted a row on a Customer order in the Sales Company and the transfer for 
any reason failed at first attempt, it was impossible to transfer the change. This error only occurred in 
systems with the supplement MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 
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� FOHN-8QFBLQ - News: Now there is a new Setting "Order number during Import EDI Orders List" with 
three options. This setting allows you to save Customers Order number as Our Order number. 

� SSTG-8QKG7H - If you changed the invoice address on a Customer order in the Register Customer 
Order procedure, the Save button wasn’t activated. 

� FOHN-8QUM5S - News: Now we have implemented the possibility to use "favourites" when exporting to 
Unifaun and Pacsoft Online from the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� FOHN-8R5HSF - News: Code for Package type will be set in the Print Shipping Documents procedure 
from the information given. Text that does not fit any code will be matched with possible options. 

� BKNN-8RCETH - A program error occurred in the Payment Matching procedure when you pressed the 
button Match records automatically if you were running the program in Finnish. 

� AFOG-8RFMAB - If you used templates in the Print Shipping Documents procedure, the shipment wasn’t 
divided into Packages. 

� AFOG-8RHK9V - When you printed shipping documents without first saving the information in the Print 
Shipping Documents procedure, a message about ShareData error against the SIS Waybill. 

� SSÖG-8RQBJ4 - Call rows with lag indication (green mark) wasn’t added on the first call when using the 
Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

� CSIG-8RWJ22 - When Purchase orders were created directly from the Register Customer Order 
procedure, the Register Purchase Order procedure wasn’t opened automatically when the customer 
order registration was saved. 

� FOHN-8RXHNZ - Incorrect Country code was sent when you used EDI invoice with format 319 if the order 
was created for a customer with one Country code and the Cust. code inv. had another Country code. 

� SSÖG-8RZDVE - If you used MONITOR-to-MONITOR to import an order from a customer and saved the 
Customer code on an existing customer, you couldn’t find the Customer code when you made the next 
import. 

� AFOG-8S6CYT - A shipment created from a template with a text row as first row wasn’t possible to save in 
the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� FOHN-8S7EGW - From the Print Shipping Documents procedure shall information about loading meters 
and volume only be included if they contain figures greater than 0 when advising to Unifaun. 

Inventory 

� JLIN-8MKG39 - Calculation of FIFO price in the Inventory Value List will now give the same value in all 
Warehouses. Previously a Part could have different values depending on which Warehouse the balance was 
taken from. This error only occurred in system with the supplement Warehouse management. 

� AFOG-8QKCKH - Now will the Up arrow on the key board give you the Part number from previous row in 
the following procedures: Physical Inventory, Change Stock Location and Move Stock Balance. 

� KJAN-8QKCG5 - The Requirement Calculation and Run Netting procedures could generate a new Order 
suggestion to fill the Balance, even if the existing orders within the Grace period were sufficient. This could 
occur when there were several orders for refills on the same day and the first of these orders did not fill up 
the shortage that had generated the suggestion. After this correction, a Rescheduling suggestion will be 
made if any of the existing orders will cover the shortage. 

� JLIN-8SCHU2 - News: An adjustment is made in the Run Netting and Requirement Calculation 
procedures. The Planning formula Throughput time including material procurement? and the Lead time to 
customer affected the start date you got from Purchase order suggestions and Manufacturing order 
suggestions. Now will these parameters only affect Sales forecasts. 

Workshop Info 

� JLIN-8LHDAP - The function Add to batch... is temporarily removed from the Authorize / Adjust 
Recording procedure cause the function could give incorrect times on Manufacturing orders. 
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� JLIN-8QZKGS - The performance in the Statistics procedure is improved for the alternative "Show only 
total". 

� JLIN-8R9GGP - News: Now you can open the Priority Planning procedure with different Work centers in 
different (several) windows at the same time. 

� SOLN-8RGFZ6 - The performance in the Absence List is improved. 

Accounting 

� LREM-8NPGMN - Improvements of Norwegian VAT management: Several changes have been made in the 
VAT management for companies that use the MONITOR system in Norway. It was not possible to have 
income accounts linked to VAT row 4 in the Chart of Accounts. Instead you had to work around this 
problem by linking income accounts to another VAT row (for example 45). Whereas income accounts that 
were subject to VAT should be linked to VAT row 4. This also meant that you had to use an alternative VAT 
report in Norway where the turnover was linked to VAT row 45 and purchases subject to VAT to VAT row 4. 
 
These problems have now been adjusted so that the specific income account should be linked to VAT row 4 
in the Chart of Accounts. The update will automatically replace VAT row 45 to VAT row 4 in the Chart of 
Accounts. Furthermore, the update will switch VAT row 4 for the purchase accounts to a new VAT row 
number 99 that been introduced to account for purchases subject to VAT. Due to the new solution you 
should no longer use the adapted Norwegian VAT report, you should instead use the Norwegian standard 
VAT report (no. 20). You select the default VAT report under Global Settings | General | Create VAT 
Report. 

� ÖBRN-8Q7DN5 - The Scheduled Depreciations were not correct if you used the adaptation 176 (Base 
Depreciations per Month). 

� ÖBRN-8QMD4L - The Balance Report procedure could sometimes display both Debit and Credit amounts 
for an account in the columns Opening balance and Balance carried. This could occur when the same 
account had balances and transactions on Debit and Credit on different Cost centers, Cost units or Projects. 

� OBYN-8QNAQF - News: We have made a new list type Basis for Input VAT in the Print VAT Report 
procedure for systems used in Norway. The purpose with this report is to reconcile the Input VAT against 
the basis liable to VAT. The report will display all Purchase accounts liable to VAT (linked to VAT row 99 in 
the VAT report) and has been booked with VAT. Despite Account number and its name, the Accounts Total 
balance, the VAT basis and Specification of Input VAT per VAT Rate will be displayed. The report can be 
selected on Accounting period. 

� KFTM-8RBAPU - In the Register Budget procedure it was impossible to register a budget on an account 
that had a message registered in the Chart of Accounts procedure. 

General Settings 

� FOHN-6YVK9F - News: Settings for date, Environment Variables and Paths can now be used to give names 
on files in EDI Links. 

� TBOL-8RBBBP - An error message was displayed when you synchronized users against a historical register 
in the Historical Registers procedure. 

� AFOG-8SCLNV - News: Now is the logging of the return value when you use MEDI for EDI links is 
improved. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

� BKNN-8RAMYR - - Some types of PDF files could lock the system when you displayed it in the Electronic 
Invoice Management (EIM). This error could occur in the following procedures; Scan Supplier Invoice, 
Register Supplier Invoices and Authorize Supplier Invoices and other reviews of supplier invoices. 
 
A warning message could be displayed on the screen when you displayed some types of PDF invoices. The 
message warned you about problems with annotations on the image. In this version no message will be 
displayed, instead a new button (Exclamation mark in a yellow triangle) will be displayed above the image. 
The button indicates that there are compatibility problems with this image. If you press the button, the 
message will be displayed. 
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Management Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8PDARJ - News: When you make posterior coding of the Price Change Log, it’s possible to make 
codings per Warehouse. This is made possible by adding Warehouse under Other terms in the Update 
Coding Method procedure. 

Product Configurator 

� CSIG-8KTAAA - If you changed selection in a Selection group of the type Optional when you registered a 
configured Customer order, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. This error only occurred in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8QLJX5 - Formula rule on a general Selection group wasn’t included when you used Save as… on a 
Configuration group. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8QUDTX - The heading Configuration groups in the window IC (Instruction configuration) in the 
Preparation procedure wasn’t translated to other languages. This only affects systems with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8R5CAQ - When you synchronized with Preparation on an incorporated structure part on a Configured 
Manufacturing order, MONITOR could shut down with a program error. This error only occurred in systems 
with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8R8KL7 - MONITOR shut down with a program error when you changed Part in a selection group "Not 
mandatory sel. (one)" of the type Optional in the Configuration window. This error only occurred in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8RGJ4D - If anything was written in FOP on a Selection group of the type Optional in the 
Configuration window, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8RGJZS - All Selection alternatives weren’t opened in a Selection group that had been completely 
excluded by a Selection in another Selection group. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8RHHZY - If a row type 4 row on a configured order was 80 characters or longer, MONITOR would 
shut down with a program error. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 

� CSIG-8RHKDC - When an existing configured order, with a Selection group of the type Optional first in the 
structure, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� CSIG-8RHKUU - When you used Save as… on a Configured order, the selections wasn’t selected in the new 
order. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8RJKKU - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you tried to open an existing configured 
order that contained an empty Text row. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8RSHHZ - If a Text row consisted of maximum number of characters (80) on a configured Customer 
order, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� CSIG-8RXHQ9 - If another Selection alternative was added in a Selection group that governed more than 
one variable, the new Selection alternative only got the first variable that the Selection group governed. 
This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8S7BHB - If a transferred configured Customer order was deleted in the Sales Company, MONITOR 
would shut down with a program error. This could only occur in systems with the supplements Product 
Configurator and MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 

� CSIG-8S7C3Z - If you changed a selection in an existing configured Customer order that was transferred, 
MONITOR would shut down with a program error. This could only occur in systems with the supplements 
Product Configurator and MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 

� CSIG-8SCD47 - If you used Price list 0 (Standard price) on a customer and registered a Customer order 
with a Configured part, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


